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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which SRDF mode uses both SRDF and TimeFinder to provide a
periodic asynchronous remote replication of a restartable image
for a Microsoft Windows host?
A. SRDF/A
B. SRDF/CG
C. SRDF/S
D. SRDF/AR
Answer: A
Explanation:

Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
You want to plan a finished material using material
requirements planning in an SAP ECC system. The resulting
planned orders should be scheduled using basic date scheduling
(not lead-time scheduling).
Which of the following properties for the resulting dependent
requirements applies?
A. If the individual material components are explicitly
assigned to the operations of a routing, the requirement dates
of the dependent requirements are scheduled at each start date
of the operations.
B. When a customer order is created for the finished material,
the dependent requirements are automatically triggered for the
components in the bill of material without a planning run.
C. In multi-level backward scheduling, dependent requirements
are calculated to the exact second.
D. In multi-level backward scheduling, dependent requirements
are triggered at the start date for the planned order of the
finished material.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Sie haben einen Failover-Cluster mit fÃ¼nf Knoten, der als
Cluster1 bezeichnet wird. Auf allen Knoten wird Windows Server
2012 R2 ausgefÃ¼hrt. Alle Knoten werden auf physischer Hardware
ausgefÃ¼hrt.
Sie mÃ¼ssen Cluster1 auf Windows Server 2016 aktualisieren. Die
LÃ¶sung muss den administrativen Aufwand und die Kosten
minimieren.
Was solltest du zuerst tun?
A. FÃ¼gen Sie Cluster1 einen Windows Server 2016-Knoten hinzu.
B. Aktivieren Sie die Cluster-Aware-Aktualisierung (CAU) auf
Cluster1.
C. Entleere und entferne einen Knoten aus Cluster1.
D. Erstellen Sie einen neuen Windows Server
2016-Failovercluster.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-server/failover-cluste
ring/upgrade-option-same-hardware

NEW QUESTION: 4

You have a Dynamics CRM organization.
You need to recommend which technology can be used to integrate
CRM to a telephony system and to provide call scripts from
within CRM cases.
Which technology should you recommend?
A. the Engagement Hub
B. Microsoft Parature
C. the interactive service hub
D. the Integrated Desktop Agent
Answer: C
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